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Abstract. In this paper we study the ergodic theory of the geodesic flow on

negatively curved geometrically finite manifolds. We prove that the measure

theoretic entropy is upper semicontinuous when there is no loss of mass. In
case we are losing mass, the critical exponents of parabolic subgroups of the

fundamental group have a significant meaning. More precisely, the failure of

upper-semicontinuity of the entropy is determinated by the maximal parabolic
critical exponent. We also study the pressure of positive Hölder continuous

potentials going to zero through the cusps. We prove that the pressure map

t ÞÑ P ptF q is differentiable until it undergoes a phase transition, after which
it becomes constant. This description allows, in particular, to compute the

entropy at infinity of the geodesic flow.

1. Introduction

Geodesic flows on negatively curved manifolds are one of the main examples of
Anosov flows. As such, they have motivated a lot of research in partially hyperbolic
dynamical systems during the last century. They have also been used as ground to
test conjectures before attempting to prove them in full generality. From another
point of view, they allow us to use ergodic theoretical techniques to understand
metrics on our ambient manifold. Unfortunately the problem of understanding long
time behaviour is very subtle. Nowadays, after the work of many people, we have a
reasonably good understanding of the dynamics in many cases (for instance if the
manifold is compact or geometrically finite). This paper points in the first direction.
We investigate continuity properties of the entropy in non-compact Riemannian
manifolds and discuss the phenomenon of escape of mass.

This paper has two main goals. The first is to prove the upper-semicontinuity of
the measure theoretic entropy in the geometrically finite case. This part of the work
is based on [EKP15] where Einsiendler, Kadyrov and Pohl proved a very similar
result in the case of diagonal actions on finite volume quotients of real rank 1 Lie
groups. In our context the constants involved have a clear geometrical meaning.

Assume �M is a simply connected, pinched negatively curved manifold and Γ a

discrete, torsion free group of isometries of �M . For such Γ we define

δP � suptδP : P parabolic subgroup of Γu,

where δG is the critical exponent of G (for precise definitions see Section 2). Let

M be the quotient Riemannian manifold �M{Γ. We say that a sequence pµnq of
probability measures on T 1M converges vaguely to µ if limnÑ8

³
fdµn �

³
fdµ

whenever f is a compactly supported continuous function. With this topology, the
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space of invariant probability measures is not necessarily compact because of the
loss of mass phenonemon. In Section 4 we prove

Theorem 1.1. Let pM, gq be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with
pinched negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional
curvature are uniformly bounded. Let pµnq be a sequence of pgtq-invariant probabil-
ity measures on T 1M converging to µ in the vague topology. Then

lim sup
nÑ8

hµnpgq ¤ }µ}h µ
}µ}
pgq � p1� }µ}qδP .

In particular, if the sequence pµnq does not lose mass, then the classical upper-
semicontinuity result follows. We remark that we can not just cite works of Yomdin
[Yom87] and Newhouse [New89] because of the non-compactness of T 1M . The
following corollary follows directly from the Theorem above.

Corollary 1.2. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. Let pµnq be a sequence of
pgtq-invariant probability measures on T 1M converging to µ in the vague topology.
If for large enough n we have hµnpgq ¥ c, then

}µ} ¥
c� δP

δΓ � δP
.

In particular, if c ¡ δP , then any vague limit of pµnq has positive mass.

In [IRV] the authors defined the entropy at infinity h8pgq of the geodesic flow
as

h8pgq � sup
µná0

lim sup
nÑ8

hµnpgq.

This number is htoppgq{2 for the cases treated in [EKP15], in particular for the
geodesic flow on non-compact finite volume hyperbolic surfaces. It was also checked
to be δP in the case of extended Schottky manifolds by the use of symbolic dynamics
in [IRV]. We can now cover all the geometrically finite cases. Observe that under
the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 we get

h8pgq ¤ δP .

In fact, we have the equality h8pgq � δP as a consequence of the following result.

Theorem 1.3. Let pM, gq be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with
pinched negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional
curvature are uniformly bounded. Then there exists a sequence pµnq of ergodic
pgtq-invariant probability measures on T 1M converging vaguely to 0 and such that

lim
nÑ8

hµnpgq � δP .

It worth mentioning that only when h8pgq   htoppgq the result above becomes
non trivial. In fact the authors do not known of any other case (not included in
those mentioned above) where such a gap is known to be true. It is shown in Section
6 that this is not a general feature, having a big group of isometries prevent to have
such a gap.

The second goal of the paper is to study the pressure map t ÞÑ P ptF q for Hölder
continuous potentials going to zero through the cusps of the manifold. We get a
fairly complete description of this map. Define F as the space of positive Hölder
continuous potentials converging to zero through the cusps (see Definition 5.1). For
F P F we have the following result.
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Theorem 1.4. Let M � �M{Γ be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with
pinched negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional
curvature are uniformly bounded. Then every potential F P F verifies

(1) for every t P R, we have P ptF q ¥ δP
(2) the function t ÞÑ P ptF q has a horizontal asymptote at �8, and it verifies

lim
tÑ�8

P ptF q � δP .

Additionally, if t1 :� sup
 
t ¤ 0 : P ptF q � δP

(
, then

(3) for every t ¡ t1 the potential tF has a unique equilibrium measure, and
(4) the pressure function t ÞÑ P ptF q is differentiable in pt1,8q, and it verifies

P ptF q �

#
δP if t   t1

strictly increasing if t ¡ t1,

(5) If t   t1 then the potential tF has not equilibrium measure.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some facts about
measure theoretical entropy and the ergodic theory of geodesic flows on negatively
curved manifolds. In Section 3 we prove some technical results used in later sections.
In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 5 we study the pressure of potentials
in the family F and prove Theorem 1.4. In Section 6 we discuss a case when
h8pgq � htoppgq. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss some final remarks and reprove a
theorem of Dal’bo, Otal and Peigné in [DOP00].

Acknowledgements. We thank G. Iommi for the stimulating collaboration [IRV],
which is the starting point of this project. We also thank B. Schapira for very useful
discussions at the very beginning of this work. Finally, the second author would like
to thanks to his advisor G. Tian for his constant support and encouragements.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we recall information about entropy and geodesic flow on nega-
tively curved manifolds. We also introduce notation used in following sections.

2.1. Entropy. We will be working with two different types of entropy, the mea-
sure theoretic entropy and the topological entropy. Each of them collect information
about the complexity of the dynamical system (in an apparently different way, but
not completely unrelated as we will see below). Indeed, for measure-preserving
transformations on measure spaces we can define the notion of measure entropy to
quantify chaos. On the other hand, for continuous transformations on topological
spaces we use the notion of topological entropy. In this subsection we recall the
standard definitions and state classical relations between them.

Let pX,B, µq be a standard probability space. A countable (resp. finite) partition
P of X is a countable (resp. finite) collection tPα P B : α P Au indexed by A of
countable (resp. finite) cardinality, such that Pα X Pβ � H for every α � β, and
µ p

�
αPA Pαq � 1. The entropy of P is the non-negative real number defined as

HµpPq � �
¸
αPA

µpPαq logµpPαq.
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Let P and Q be two countable (or finite) partitions of X. The partition P _Q is
the countable (or finite) partition defined as

P _Q � tP XQ : P P P and Q P Qu.
Observe that entropy has the following subadditive property: for P and Q countable
(or finite) partitions, we always have

HµpP _Qq ¤ HµpPq �HµpQq.
Consider now a measurable transformation T : X Ñ X preserving the measure µ.
Note that if P is a countable (resp. finite) partition of X, then for every i P N the
partition T�iP is also a countable (resp. finite) partition of X. Denote by Pn the

partition
�n�1
i�0 T

�iP � P _ T�1P _ ..._ T�n�1P. The entropy of T with respect
to P is defined by

hµpT,Pq � lim
nÑ8

1

n
HµpPnq.

Note that the limit in the definition above always exists because the sequence
pHµpPnqqn is subadditive, that is HµpPm�nq ¤ HµpPmq�HµpPnq for all m,n P N.
Here we are using the fact that T preserves µ. The entropy of T with respect to µ,
also called measure theoretical entropy of T , is then defined as

hµpT q � sup
P
hµpT,Pq,

where the supremum is taken over all countable (or finite) partitions P of finite
entropy of X.

Suppose now that X is a locally compact metrizable topological space and T :
X Ñ X is a continuous transformation. Fix a distance d on X. For every n ¥ 1
and r ¡ 0, define the pn, rq-dynamical ball centered at x P X with respect to d as

Bdnpx, rq � ty P X : dpT ix, T iyq   r, for every 0 ¤ i ¤ n� 1u.

It will be convenient to consider the metrics dn defined by

dnpx, yq � max
kPt0,...,nu

dpT kx, T kyq.

A pn, rq-dynamical ball is just a r-ball with respect to the metric dn. Since T is
continuous, every pn, rq-dynamical ball is an open subset of X. In particular, every
compact set K � X admits a finite pn, rq-covering, that is a finite covering by
pn, rq-dynamical balls. Denote by Ndpn, r,Kq the minimal cardinality of a pn, rq-
covering of K. The topological entropy hdpT q of T with respect to the distance d
is defined as

hdpT q � sup
K

lim
rÑ0

lim sup
nÑ8

1

n
logNdpn, r,Kq,

where the supremum is taken over all compact subsets of X. Finally, define the
topological entropy of T as

htoppT q � inf
d
hdpT q,

where the infimum is taken over all the distances d on X generating the topology of
X. Note that when X is compact, all distances on X are equivalent. In particular,
the topological entropy htoppT q coincides with the entropy hdpT q for every distance
d compatible with the topology of X. We remark that instead of using the min-
imal number of a pn, rq-covering of K we could have used the maximum number
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of pn, rq-separated points in K, that is, points that are r-separated with respect to
the metric dn. By standard arguments both definitions coincide.

The measure theoretic entropy and topological entropy are related by the vari-
ational principle (see for instance [Din70] for the compact case and [HK95] for the
general one).

Theorem 2.1 (Variational Principle). Let X be a locally compact metrizable topo-
logical space. Then

htoppT q � sup
µ
hµpT q,

where the supremum is taken over all T -invariant probability measures on X.

The topological entropy is related to the cardinalities of pn, rq-coverings of com-
pact subsets of X. We clearly do not need of any measure to compute or estimate
them. However, the variational principle shows an intrinsic relation between cardi-
nalities of pn, rq-coverings and entropy of measures. This relation seems to be more
natural and evident after considering the following definition and theorem below.
Let µ be a T -invariant probability measure and let 0   δ   1. Define Nd

µpn, r, δq
as the minimal cardinality of a pn, rq-covering of a subset of X with measure larger
than 1� δ. Note that Nd

µpn, r, δq is always finite since Nd
µpn, r, δq ¤ Ndpn, r,Kq for

every compact set K � X with measure µpKq ¡ 1� δ.

Theorem 2.2 (Katok). Let pX, dq be a complete locally compact metric space and
T : X Ñ X a continuous transformation. If µ is an ergodic T -invariant probability
measure on X, then for every 0   δ   1, we have

(1) hµpT q ¤ lim
rÑ0

lim inf
nÑ8

1

n
logNd

µpn, r, δq.

Remark 2.3. Katok proved in [Kat80] that (1) is an equality for continuous trans-
formations defined on compact metric spaces. For non-compact metric spaces his
proof only works for the given inequality.

2.2. Geodesic flow on negatively curved manifolds.

Let p�M, gq be a simply connected, complete, negatively curved Riemannian mani-
fold satisfying the pinching condition �b2 ¤ Kg ¤ �a2 for some real numbers a and
b where a ¡ 0 and Kg is the sectional curvature of g. We moreover assume that the
derivative of the sectional curvature is uniformly bounded. The classical example
to have in mind is hyperbolic n-space, where the sectional curvature is constant

equal to �1. As usual, we denote by B8�M to the Gromov boundary at infinity of�M . We will be interested in quotients of �M by certain groups of isometries. Let Γ

be a discrete, torsion free subgroup of Isop rXq. The metric g on �M descends to the

manifold M � �M{Γ, by abuse of notation, we still denote this metric as g. This

metric defines a canonical flow on the tangent space of �M : the geodesic flow. Since

by assumption �M is complete, the geodesic flow is complete as well. The geodesic

flow commutes with isometries of �M so it will naturally descend to TM . We will

denote by pgtqtPR the geodesic flow on �M (the same notation will be used to denote
the geodesic flow on M). As any autonomous Hamiltonian system, level sets of the
Hamiltonian are invariants by the Hamiltonian flow, in our case the unit tangent
bundle T 1M of M is invariant, i.e. the set of vectors with norm one. We also
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mention that the dynamics on all level sets are conjugate to each other, so there is
not loss of generality in restricting to T 1M (this is very particular of our situation).

For us µ will always stand for a pgtq-invariant probability measure on T 1M .
Observe that by Poincaré recurrence theorem, the measure µ needs to be supported
in the non-wandering set Ω of the geodesic flow. We now describe Ω in terms of the

action of Γ on the boundary at infinity B8�M of �M . Fix o P �M . Recall that B8�M
is the set of equivalent classes of asymptotic geodesic rays (two such geodesic rays
determine the same class if they are at bounded distance). The unit tangent bundle

T 1�M is identified with pB8�M �B8�MqzDiag�R, via Hopf’s coordinates by sending

each vector ṽ P T 1�M to pv�, v�, bv�po, πpṽqqq. Here v� and v� are respectively the
negative and positive ends at infinity of the oriented geodesic line determined by ṽ

in �M , and bv�po, πpṽqq is the Busemann function defined for all x, y P �M and all

ξ P B8�M as

bξpx, yq � lim
tÑ8

dpx, ξtq � dpy, ξtq,

where t ÞÑ ξt is any geodesic ray ending at ξ. Under this identification the geodesic
flow acts by translation in the third coordinate. Define the limit set LpΓq of Γ

as the smallest non-empty closed Γ-invariant subset of B8�M . Note that for any

z P �M , the limit set coincides with Γ � zzΓ � z. Finally, the non-wandering set Ω is
identified with ppLpΓq � LpΓqqzDiag� Rq{Γ via Hopf’s coordinates.

2.2.1. Some remarks on entropy and pressure.
As usual hµpgq is the entropy of the flow with respect to µ, more precisely, the
entropy of g1 with respect to µ. The notion of topological entropy can be generalized
by taking into consideration weights on the points of the phase space. These weights
are given by continuous functions F : T 1M Ñ R that, for historical reasons, we
will call potentials. The topological pressure of a potential F is defined by

P pF q � sup

"
hµpgq �

»
Fdµ

�� µ a pgtq-invariant probability measure

*
.

We say that a measure µ is an equilibrium state of F if P pF q � hµpgq �
³
Fdµ.

Definition 2.4. Let m be a pgtq-invariant measure on T 1M . We say that m
verifies the Gibbs property for the potential F : T 1M Ñ R if for every compact set
K � T 1M and r ¡ 0 there exists a constant CK,r ¥ 1 such that for every v P K
and every n ¥ 1 such that gnpvq P K, we have

C�1
K,r ¤

mpBnpv, rqq

e
³n
0
F pgtpvqq�P pF qdt

¤ CK,r.

It turns out that the geodesic flow on T 1M always admits a pgtq-invariant mea-
sure verifying the Gibbs property. Moreover, it is the equilibrium measure when
finite (see for instance [PPS15]) and the support of this measure is the entire non-
wandering set of the geodesic flow. In the particular case when F � 0, this measure
is called the Bowen-Margulis measure and will be denoted by mBM .

From now on, we will always consider d as the Riemannian distance on T 1M .
For the sake of simplicity we will denote Nµpn, r, δq the number Nd

µpn, r, δq defined
in the previous subsection.

Lemma 2.5. Let M � �M{Γ be a complete Riemannian manifold with pinched
negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional curvature
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are uniformly bounded. If m is a pgtq-invariant measure verifying the Gibbs property
for some potential F : T 1M Ñ R and µ is an ergodic pgtq-invariant probability
measure on T 1M , then for every 0   δ   1 and r ¡ 0, we have

hµpgq ¤ lim inf
nÑ8

1

n
logNµpn, r, δq.

Proof. Let 0   δ   1, 0   r ¤ r1 and n ¥ 1. Fix ε ¡ 0 small and let K � T 1M
be a compact set such that µpKq ¡ 1 � δ{3 and Nµpn, r

1, δ{3q � Npn, r1,Kq. By
Birkhoff ergodic theorem there exists a set a compact set K 1 and N0 ¡ 0 such
that µpK 1q ¡ 1 � δ{3, and | 1n

³n
0
F pgtvq �

³
Fdµ|   ε for all v P K 1 and n ¥ N0.

Since µpKq ¡ 1 � δ{3, we have µpK X g�nK X K 1q ¡ 1 � δ. For n ¥ N0 define
Kn � K X g�nK XK 1. Consider a pn, r1q-covering with minimal cardinality of Kn

and denote by S the set of centers of such dynamical balls. For each v P S, let
Ev be a pn, rq-separated set of maximal cardinality in Bnpv, r

1q. We can moreover
assume that Ev � Kn. By definition, the pn, r{2q-dynamical balls with centers in
Ev are disjoint. Moreover, since #Ev is maximal, the collection of pn, rq-dynamical
balls having centers in Ev is a pn, rq-covering of Bnpv, r

1q. Therefore¸
wPEv

mpBnpw, r{2qq � m

� ¤
wPEv

Bnpw, r{2q

�
¤ mpBnpv, r

1qq,

and so

#Ev ¤
mpBnpv, r

1qq

minwPEv mpBnpw, r{2qq
.

Recall now that m satisfies the Gibbs property. As w, gnpwq P K by construction,
there exists a constant C ¥ 1, depending only on the compact K, r and r1, such
that

#Ev ¤ C exp

�» n
0

F pgtvqdt� min
wPEv

» n
0

F pgtwqdt



.

Therefore, by the definition of K 1, we have

#Ev ¤ C expp2nεq

Observe that

Nµpn, r, δq ¤ Npn, r,Knq ¤ C expp2nεq#S � C expp2nεqNpn, r1,Knq

¤ C expp2nεqNpn, r1,Kq ¤ C expp2nεqNµpn, r
1, δ{3q

Then

lim inf
nÑ8

1

n
logNµpn, r, δq ¤ lim inf

nÑ8

1

n
logNµpn, r

1, δ{3q � 2ε,

But ε ¡ 0 was arbitrary. Finally, using Theorem 2.2, it follows

hµpgq ¤ lim inf
nÑ8

1

n
logNµpn, r, δq.

�

In this paper we will be interested in investigate properties of the pressure of
Hölder potentials. For this, we start with a few definitions that will be important
in following sections.
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Definition 2.6. Let F : T 1M Ñ R be a function and rF its lift to T 1�M . Let G

be a subgroup of isometries of �M . Define the Poincaré series associated to pG,F q

based at x P �M as

PGps, F q �
¸
γPG

exp

�» γx
x

p rF � sq



,

where
³y
x
L denotes the integral of L along the geodesic segment rx, ys (in the uni-

versal cover �M). The critical exponent of pG,F q is

δFG � infts | PGps, F q is finiteu.

We say pG,F q is of convergence type if PGpδ
F
G, F q is finite. Otherwise we say pG,F q

is of divergence type. If F is the zero potential, then we use δG when referring to
the critical exponent of pG, 0q.

Remark 2.7. Observe that under our assumptions, if F is bounded then δFG is
finite. The critical exponent and being of divergence/convergence type do not depend
on the base point x if F is Hölder-continuous (see [Cou]).

Let Γ be a discrete torsion free subgroup of isometries of �M . The group Γ is said
to be elementary if #LpΓq   8. Otherwise we say that Γ is a non-elementary group.
The convergence/divergence type of the group Γ has strong ergodic implications for
the geodesic flow with respect to the Bowen-Margulis measure as we can see from
the theorem stated below (see [Yue96]).

Theorem 2.8. Let Γ be a discrete non-elementary torsion free subgroup of isome-

tries of �M . Then, we have

(a) the group Γ is of divergence type if and only if the geodesic flow pgtq is
ergodic and completely conservative with respect to mBM , and

(b) the group Γ is of convergence type if and only if the geodesic flow pgtq is
non-ergodic and completely dissipative with respect to mBM , and

We recall now the construction of Gibbs measures for pΓ, F q. Let δ P R. A
Patterson density of dimension δ for pΓ, F q is a family of finite nonzero (positive

Borel) measures pσxqxP�M on B8�M , such that, for every γ P Γ, for all x, y P �M and

for all ξ P B8�M , we have

γ�σx � σγx and
dσx
dσy

pξq � e�CF�δ,ξpx,yq,

where CF,ξpx, yq is the Gibbs cocycle defined as

CF,ξpx, yq � lim
tÑ8

» ξt
y

rF �

» ξt
x

rF ,
for any geodesic ray t ÞÑ ξt ending at ξ. Note that the limit in the definition
of the Gibbs cocycle always exists since the manifold has negative curvature and
the potential is Hölder-continuous. It coincides with the Busemann cocycle when
F � �1. By a result of Patterson [Pat76] (see [PPS15] for the general case),
if δFΓ   8, then there exists at least one Patterson density of dimension δFΓ for
pΓ, F q, with support equal to the limit set LpΓq of Γ. If pΓ, F q is of divergence
type then there is only one Patterson density of dimension δFΓ . Denote by pσιxq the
Patterson density of dimension δFΓ for pΓ, F � ιq, where ι is the flip isometry map
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on T 1�M . Using the Hopf parametrisation v ÞÑ pv�, v�, tq with respect to a base

point o P �M , the measure

dm̃pvq � e
C
F�ι�δF

Γ
,v�

px0,πpvqq�CF�δF
Γ
,v�

px0,πpvqq
dσιopv�qdσopv�qdt,

is independent of o P �M , Γ-invariant and pgtq-invariant. This induces a measure m
on T 1M called the Gibbs measure associated to the Patterson density σx.

For the potential F � 0, the following theorem was proven by Sullivan [Sul84]
in the compact case and by Otal-Peigné [OP04] in the non-compact situation. It
was recently extended to arbitrary bounded Hölder potentials by Paulin-Pollicott-
Schapira [PPS15].

Theorem 2.9. Let �M be a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold, with
dimension at least 2 and pinched negative sectional curvature. Assume that the
derivatives of the sectional curvature are uniformly bounded. Let Γ be a non-

elementary discrete group of isometries of �M . Let rF : T 1�M Ñ R be a bounded
Hölder-continuous Γ-invariant potential and let F : T 1M Ñ R be its projection.
Then,

(a) the topological pressure satisfies P pF q � δFΓ , and
(b) if there exists a finite Gibbs measure mF for pΓ, F q, then mF � mF {||mF ||

is the unique equilibrium measure for pΓ, F q. Otherwise there exists no
equilibrium state for pΓ, F q.

2.2.2. The geometrically finite case.
Recall that the Liouville measure on T 1M is the volume measure on T 1M induced
by the Riemannian metric on M . The class of manifolds that we will consider in a
large part of this paper are defined as follows.

Definition 2.10. A negatively curved Riemannian manifold M is said to be geo-
metrically finite if an ε-neighborhood of Ω has finite Liouville measure.

We recall that Isop�Mq has three types of elements: elliptic, hyperbolic and par-
abolic. The groups we are considering do not contain elliptic elements because of
discreteness and the torsion free assumption. We will in general assume the exis-
tence of parabolic elements. If M is geometrically finite, then there exist finitely
many non-conjugate maximal parabolic subgroups of Γ. Each of them provide a
standard neighborhood of the cusps of M , that is a neighborhood isometric to H{P,
where H is an horoball based at the fixed point of a maximal parabolic subgroup
P of Γ. It also means that the action of every maximal parabolic group P � Γ,

with fixed point ξP P B8�M , is cocompact on LpΓqzξP (see [Bow95]). In following
sections we will take advantage of this geometrical fact. In the geometrically finite
case, the behaviour of the maximal parabolic subgroups has some implications in
the existence of equilibrium measures for the geodesic flow. The following theorem
provides a very useful criterion for the existence of an equilibrium measure. This
result was first proven in [DOP00] for the case when F � 0, then it was extended for
bounded Hölder-continuous potentials in [PPS15] (which is the version presented
below).
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Theorem 2.11. Let M � �M{Γ be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold
with pinched negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sec-
tional curvature are uniformly bounded. Let F : T 1M Ñ R be a bounded Hölder-
continuous potential. If δFP   δFΓ for every parabolic subgroup P of Γ, then the
Gibbs measure mF is finite.

The next theorem is also proven originally in [DOP00] for the case F � 0. It was
extended by Coudène [Cou] to a larger family of potentials. Since Coudène’s defi-
nition of pressure differs with the definition presented in [PPS15], for completeness,
we give an adaptation of his proof to our context. In both cases the idea follows
closely [DOP00].

Theorem 2.12 (GAP criterion). Assume pP, F q is of divergent type for a parabolic
subgroup P. Then δFP   δFΓ .

Proof. Since P � Γ, we have δFP ¤ δFΓ . To prove the strict inequality we will use
the divergence of pP, F q. Let D8 be a fundamental domain for the action of P on

B�M and let pσxq be a Patterson density for (Γ, F ) of conformal exponent δFΓ . Since
the support of σx is LpΓq and LpΓq � LpPq, we have σxpD8q ¡ 0. Therefore

σxpLpΓqq ¥
¸
pPP

σxppD8q �
¸
pPP

σp�1xpD8q

�
¸
pPP

»
D8

expp�CF�δFΓ ,ξpp
�1x, xqqdσxpξq

�
¸
pPP

»
D8

expp�δFΓBξpp
�1x, xq � CF,ξpp

�1x, xqqdσxpξq

¥
¸
pPP

»
D8

expp�δFΓ dpx, pxq � CF,ξpp
�1x, xqqdσxpξq.

Note that, for r ¡ 0 large enough, σx-almost every ξ P D8 belongs to the shadow
Op�1xpx, rq of Bpx, rq seen from p�1x. Hence, Lemma 3.4 (2) in [PPS15] shows
that there exists an universal constant C ¥ 1 such that

CF,ξpp
�1x, xq ¤ �

» x
p�1x

F � C

� �

» px
x

F � C.

Therefore

σxpLpΓqq ¥
¸
pPP

»
D8

exp

�
�δFΓ dpx, pxq �

» px
x

F � C



dσxpξq

� e�CµxpD8q
¸
pPP

exp

�» px
x

pF � δFΓ q



.

In other words, the series
°
pPP expp

³px
x
pF � δFΓ qq is finite. Since pP, F q is of diver-

gence type we must have δFP   δFΓ . �
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3. Some technical results

In this section we will always assume M � �M{Γ to be a complete geometrically
finite Riemannian manifold with pinched negative sectional curvature. We also
assume that the derivatives of the sectional curvature are uniformly bounded. For
the sake of simplicity, we denote by X the unit tangent bundle T 1M of M . Let D
be a fundamental domain of Γ in �M and fix o P D. For every ξ P B8M and s ¡ 0,
denote by Bξpsq the horoball centered at ξ of height s relative to o, that is

Bξpsq � ty P �M : bξpo, yq ¥ su,

where bξpo, �q is the Busemann function at ξ relative to o. The geometrically finite
assumption on the manifold implies that there exists a maximal finite collection

tξiu
Np
i�1 of non equivalent parabolic fixed points in B8D, and s0 ¡ 0, such that

for every s ¥ s0 the collection tBξipsq{Piu
Np
i�1 are disjoint cusp neighbourhoods

for M , where Pi the maximal parabolic subgroup of isometries of Γ fixing the
point ξi. Note that the geometrically finite assumption also implies that the set

πpΩqz
�Np
i�1Bξipsq{Pi is relatively compact in M .

For every s ¥ s0 define

X¡s �

Np¤
i�1

T 1Hξipsq{Pi and X¤s � XzX¡s.

Observe that Ω � X¡s

�
X¤s.

Lemma 3.1. Let s ¡ s0. There exists ls P N such that whenever v P X¤s0 X Ω
satisfies gv, ..., gkv P X¤s X X¡s0 and gk�1v P X¤s0 , then necessarily we have
k ¤ ls.

Proof. Let v P X¤s0 such that gv, ..., gkv P X¤s X X¡s0 and gk�1v P X¤s0 . By
definition of X¡s0 , the unit vector v belongs to a standard cusp neighbourhood

T 1Hξps0q{P. Let ṽ be any lift of v into T 1�M . Since gv P X¡s0 , we necessarily
have v P X¡s0�1 X X¤s0 , or equivalently ṽ P Hξps0 � 1qzHξps0q. Note that we
also have gk�1ṽ P Hξps0 � 1qzHξps0q since gk�1v P X¤s0 . As we are assuming
gipvq P X¤s X X¡s0 for every 1 ¤ i ¤ k, the geodesic segment rπpṽq, πpgk�1ṽqs
verifies

rṽ, gk�1ṽs � Hξps0 � 1qzHξps� 1q.

In other words, to find an uniform upper bound of k, it suffices to find an uniform
upper bound of the length of any geodesic segment inside the setHξps0�1qzHξps�1q
with initial and end points in BHξps0�1q. Since we are assuming v P Ω, we only need

to consider those geodesic segments that belong to πprΩq, where rΩ is the pre-image

of Ω by the natural projection T 1�M Ñ T 1M . Let D be any fundamental domain of

the action of P on Hξps0�1q and denote by A the set A � BHξps0�1qXDXπprΩq.
Note that A is compact since A is homeomorphic to every fundamental domain of
the cocompact action of P on LpΓqztξu. Let PA be the set of all p P P such that
for every x, y P A, we have rx, pys � Hξps0 � 1qzHξps� 1q. We claim that #PA  
�8. If not, then there exists a sequence ppnq of parabolic elements in P, and two
sequences pxnq and pynq of points in A, such that rxn, pnyns � Hξps0�1qzHξps�1q

and limnÑ8 pnpoq � ξ, where o is any point in �M . But A is compact, so we can
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find an increasing sequence of positive integers pϕpnqq such that

lim
nÑ8

xϕpnq � x1 and lim
nÑ8

pϕpnqyϕpnq � ξ.

Since rxϕpnq, pϕpnqyϕpnqs does not intersect Hξps�1q for every n ¥ 1, it follows that
the geodesic ray rx1, ξq does not intersect Hξps

1q for every s1 ¡ s � 1, which is a
contradiction. Hence, the set PA has finite cardinality. Since A is compact and
PA is finite, every geodesic segment rx, pys, with x, y P A and p P PA, has length
bounded from above by an uniform constant lspPq ¡ 0. Finally, recall that the
geometrically finite assumption on the manifold implies that we have finitely many
cusp neighbourhoods intersecting the non-wandering set. In particular, if ls ¡ 0 is
defined as

sup
P
lspPq,

the conclusion of this lemma follows. �

We say that an interval ra, a� bq is an excursion of Y � X into X¡s if

ga�1Y, ga�bY � X¤s0 ,

gaY, ..., ga�b�1Y � X¥s0

Let n ¥ 1. We denote by |Es,npY q| the sum of the length of all the excursions of Y
into X¡s for times in r0, ns. We also denote by ms,npY q the number of excursions
of Y into X¡s.

The following lemma despite of being very simple is a fundamental property of
geodesic flows on nonpositively curved manifolds. For another application of this
property see [Man79]

Lemma 3.2. Given r ¡ 0, there exist εprq ¡ 0 such that if x, y P T 1�M are such
that dpπx, πyq   εprq and dpπgtx, πgtyq   εprq, then x belong to the pt, rq-dynamical
ball of y (and viceversa).

The following proposition will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Proposition 3.3. Let r ¡ 0 and s ¡ s0. Suppose that β � tX¡s X Ω, X¤s X
X¡s0 X Ω, Q1, ..., Qbu is a finite partition of Ω such that diampgjpQkqq   εprq for
every 0 ¤ j ¤ ls and every 1 ¤ k ¤ b. Then there exists a constant Cr,s0 ¥ 1 such
that for each n ¥ 1 and Q P βn0 with Q � X¤s0 , the set Q can be covered by

Cms,npQqr,s0 eδP |Es,npQq|

pn, rq-dynamical balls.

Proof. Let Q P βn0 satisfying Q � X¤s0 . We decompose r0, ns according to the
excursions into X¡s0 that contain excursions into X¡s. To be more precise, we can
write

r0, ns �W1 Y�V1 Y ...YWN Y �VN YWN�1,

where Wi � rli, li � Liq and rVi � rni, ni � hiq, with li � Li � ni, ni � hi � li�1.

Here the decomposition is done so that rVi represents an excursion into X¡s0 that
contains an excursion Vi into X¡s.

The idea of the proof is to make some inductive steps on those intervals (Wi andrVi) to control the minimal number of dynamical balls needed to cover Q.
Denote by β1 the partition β|X¤s0

or equivalently tQ1, ..., Qbu. We start by cov-
ering X¤s0 with some finite number C1 � C1ps0, εprqq of p0, εprqq-dynamical balls.
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Since Q � X¤s0 we are also covering this set. We now alternate the following two
steps.

Step 1: Assume that we have covered Q by

Ci�1
r,s0e

δPp|�V1|�...�|�Vi�1|q

pli, rq-dynamical balls. To be more precise, we are assuming that there exists a
collection of vectors tvku

S
k�1 such that vk P Q and

Q �
S¤
k�1

Blipvk, rq,

where S ¤ Ci�1
r,s0e

δPp|�V1|�...�|�Vi�1|q. We claim that

(2) Q �
S¤
k�1

Bli�Lipvk, rq.

Since Q P βn0 , we can write Q � B0 X g�1B1 X ... X g�nBn, where Bj P β for all
j P r0, ns. By definition we have gjpQq � Bj , so if Bj P β

1 we get

diampgjpQqq ¤ diampBjq   εprq.

In particular, if for all j P rli, li �Lis we have Bj P β
1, then Lemma 3.2 implies the

result. Suppose now that there is an index j1 P rli, li � Liq such that Bj1 P β
1 and

Bj1�1 P tX¡sXΩ, X¤sXX¡s0 XΩu. In that case Lemma 3.1 implies the existence
of 1   m ¤ ls such that Bj1�m P β1. By construction of β1, for each 0 ¤ k ¤ m
we have diampgkpBj1qq   εprq. Hence diampgjpQqq ¤ εprq for all j P rj1, j1 �ms.
Repeating this argument some finite number of times, we get diampgjpQqq   εprq
for all j P rli, li � Lis. This concludes the first step of the induction process.

Step 2: After Step 1, we have points tvku
S
k�1 in Q such that

Q �
S¤
k�1

Bli�Lipvk, rq �
S¤
k�1

Bnipvk, rq,

where S ¤ Ci�1
r,s0e

δPp|�V1|�...�|�Vi�1|q. We proceed to estimate the number of pni �
hi, rq-dynamical balls necessary to cover Q. For this we will cover independently
each ball Bnipvk, rq by a number smaller than Hi � Hips0, rq of such dynamical
balls. Fix any v P tvku and denote by Hipvq the minimal cardinality of a pni�hi, rq-
covering of Bnipv, rq. Consider the set X¤s0�1 X X¡s0�1, which is a finite union
of tubular cusp regions. By construction, the vectors gniv and gni�hiv belong to
some tubular cusp region T0 � X¤s0�1 XX¡s0�1. Note that the set K0 � T0 X Ω
is relatively compact in X and it depends only on s0 and T0. Here we are using
the geometrically finite assumption. We claim that there exists a constant C2 �
C2ps0, rq ¥ 1, such that

(3) Hipvq ¤ Hi :� C2e
δPhi .

Observe that, if inequality (3) is satisfied and Cr,s0 is defined as Cr,s0 � C1C2, then
we can cover Q by

S �Hi ¤ Ci�1
r,s0e

δPp|�V1|�...�|�Vi�1|q � Cr,s0e
δPhi � Cir,s0e

δPp|�V1|�...�|�Vi|q
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pni�hi, rq-dynamical balls, and the second step of the induction process is finished.
Take any finite partition ξ0 of K0 � πpK0q such that diampξ0q ¤ εprq. Obviously

the partition ξ0 depends on the region T0, but as there are only finitely many of
them (one for each cuspidal component), we can suppose that #ξ0 only depends on

s0. In order to prove (3) we will work on the universal covering of M , i.e on �M . We

do that because the dynamic of the geodesic flow in T 1�M satisfies properties more

suited for our purposes. Let �K0 be the lift of K0 into the fundamental domain D.
The partition ξ0 induces a finite partition ξ̃0 of K̃0 by lifting each element of ξ0
into D. More generally, if P denotes the maximal parabolic group associated to the
cusp corresponding to T0, then any lift pK̃0 of K0 has the partition pξ̃0 associated
to it. We will now state Lemma 3.1 in a more suitable way.

Lemma 3.4. For any two unit vectors w̃1, w̃2 P K̃0 verifying πpw̃2q P ξ̃0pπpw̃1qq

and πpghpw̃2qq P pξ̃0pπpg
hpw̃1qqq, we have

w̃2 P Bhpw̃1, rq.

Proof. By definition diamppξ0q ¤ εprq for every p P P. Hence, if πpw̃2q P ξ̃0pπpw̃1qq

and πpghpw̃2qq P pξ̃0pπpg
hpw̃1qqq, then Lemma 3.2 applies directly and we get

w̃2 P Bhpw̃1, rq.

�

Recall that gniv and gni�hiv belong to K0. Hence, the lift ṽ P T 1�M of v such
that πpgni ṽq P K̃0 verifies πpgni�hi ṽq P pK̃0 for some p P P. Lemma 3.4 implies in
particular that Hipvq is bounded from above by

p#ξ0q
2#tp P P : πpgni�hi ṽq P pK̃0u.

Let ξp P B�M be the parabolic fixed point of P and fix x0 P D such that bξppo, x0q �

s0. We necessarily have the following: if p P P is such that πpgni�hi ṽq P pK̃0, then

dpx0, px0q � 2∆ ¤ hi ¤ dpx0, px0q � 2∆,

where ∆ � diampK0q. Again by the finiteness assumption, we can assume ∆
depending only on s0 and not on the chosen tubular cusp region T0. Therefore

Hipvq ¤ p#ξ0q
2#tp P P : dpx0, px0q � 2∆ ¤ hi ¤ dpx0, px0q � 2∆u.

But, by the definition of critical exponent and the fact that δP ¡ 0, there exists a
constant C 12 � C 12pδP , x0q ¥ 1 such that

#tp P P : dpx0, px0q � 2∆ ¤ hi ¤ dpx0, px0q � 2∆u ¤ C 1
2e
δPphi�2∆q.

Hence

Hipvq ¤ p#ξ0q
2C 12e

2δP∆eδPhi .

Define C2 � p#ξ0q
2 maxPtC

1
2pP, x0que

2δP∆. This constant depends only on x0, s0

and r. Moreover, we have

Hipvq ¤ C2e
δPhi ¤ C2e

δPhi � Hi,

so inequality (3) follows. �

Remark 3.5. For every pgtq-invariant probability measure µ on X there exists a
partition β as in Proposition 3.3 such that µpBβq � 0.
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Remark 3.6. Assume s0 ¡ 0 large enough. Then for any pgtq-invariant probability
measure µ on X we have µpX¤s0q ¡ 0.

Proposition 3.7. Let β be a partition of Ω as in Proposition 3.3. Then for every
g-invariant probability measure µ on X, we have

hµpgq ¤ hµpg, βq � µpX¡s0qδP �
1

s� s0
logCr,s0 .

Proof. By the ergodic decomposition theorem, we can assume without loss of gener-
ality that µ is an ergodic measure. To find an upper bound for the measure-theoretic
entropy we will use Theorem 2.2, which together Lemma 2.5 implies that for every
0   δ   1 and r ¡ 0, we have

(4) hµpgq ¤ lim inf
nÑ8

1

n
logNµpn, r, δq.

Let δ0 � µpX¤s0q. An important observation is that µpX¤s0q is positive for any
invariant probability measure µ (there are not invariant subsets in X¡s0). By

ergodicity, we have µp
�K
i�0 g

�iX¤s0q ¡ 1� δ0
2 for all K ¥ 1 large enough. Observe

that for any m ¥ 1, the intersection of the pre-image of
�K
i�0 g

�iX¤s0 by Tm with
X¤s0 has measure at least δ0{2. It follows that there exists an increasing sequence
pniq (of the form mi � j for some j P r0,Kq), such that

µpX¤s0 X T�niX¤s0q ¡
δ0
2K

.

By Shannon-McMillan-Breiman Theorem, for all ε ¡ 0 the set

Aε,N :� tx P X : @n ¥ N,µpβn0 pxqq ¥ expp�nphµpg, βq � εqqu

has measure converging to 1 as N goes to 8. Hence, given any 0   δ1   1 the set
Aδ1,N has measure ¡ 1 � δ1 for N large enough (depending on δ1). Observe that
Aδ1,n can be covered by at most exppnphµpg, βq � δ1qq many elements in βn0 . By

taking δ1 �
δ0
4K we get µpAδ1,niXYiq ¡

δ0
4K , where Yi � X¤s0XT

�niX¤s0 . Birkhoff

ergodic theorem tell us that there exists a set Wδ0 of measure µpWδ0q ¡ 1 � δ0
8K ,

such that

1

n

ņ

i�0

1X¥s0
pgnxq   µpX¥s0q �

δ0
8K

,

for all n large enough. We finally define

Xi �Wδ0 X Yi XAδ1,ni .

Our goal is to cover Xi by pni, rq-dynamical balls. Notice that µpXiq ¡
δ0
8K by

construction. Moreover, the set Xi can be covered by exppniphµpg, βq � δ1qq many
elements of βni0 . We will use Proposition 2 to control the number of dynamical balls
needed to cover each element of this partition. Let Q P βni0 . By choice of Wδ0 , we

have |Es,npQq|   pµpX¥s0q �
δ0
8K qni. Note also that any orbit needs at least time

s� s0 to go from X¤s0 to X¡s, hence ms,nipQq ¤ ni{ps� s0q. Putting all together,
we get that Npni, r, 1� δ0{8Kq is bounded from above by

exppniphµpg, βq � δ1qqC
ni

1
ps�s0q

r,s0 eniδPpµpX¥s0
q�

δ0
8K q.
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Using inequality (4), we obtain

hµpgq ¤ lim inf
nÑ8

1

n
logNpn, r, 1� δ0{8Kq

¤ lim sup
iÑ8

1

ni
logNpni, r, 1� δ0{8Kq

¤ hµpg, βq �
δ0
4K

� δP

�
µpX¥s0q �

δ0
8K



�

1

s� s0
logCr,s0 .

Finally, it suffices to take K Ñ8 to conclude. �

4. Escape of mass

In this section, using results obtained in section 3, we conclude the upper-
semicontinuity property of the measure theoretic entropy stated in Section 1. Recall
that T 1M sometimes is denoted by X.

Theorem 1.1 Let pM, gq be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with pinched
negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional curvature
are uniformly bounded. Let pµnq be a sequence of pgtq-invariant probability measures
on T 1M such that µn á µ. Then

lim sup
nÑ8

hµnpgq ¤ }µ}h µ
}µ}
pgq � p1� }µ}qδP .

Proof. Pick s ¡ s0 such that µpBX¤sq � 0. Let β be a partition of X as in
Proposition 3.3 such that µpBβq � 0. Let ε ¡ 0 and assume µpXq ¡ 0. By
definition of the measure-theoretic entropy, we fix m P N such that

h µ
}µ}
pgq � ε ¡

1

m
H µ

}µ}
pβm�1

0 q, 2
e�1

m
 
ε

2
,

and �p1{mq logµpXq   ε. Using the definition of entropy of a partition, and the
estimations above, we get

µpXqh µ
}µ}
pgq � 2ε ¡ �

1

m
sup

QPβm�1
0

µpQq logµpQq.

Define A �
�m�1
i�0 g�iX¡s. Observe that

lim
nÑ8

¸
QPβm�1

0 ztAu

µnpQq logµnpQq �
¸

QPβm�1
0 ztAu

µpQq logµpQq,

so we can find n0 P N such that for all n ¥ n0 the term������� 1

m

¸
QPβm�1

0

µpQq logµpQq �
1

m
Hµnpβ

m�1
0 q

������
is bounded from above by

1

m

������
¸

QPβm�1
0 ztAu

pµnpQq logµnpQq � µpQq logµpQqq

������ �
1

m
|µnpAq logµnpAq � µpAq logµpAq|

¤
ε

2
� 2

e�1

m
  ε.
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We use now Proposition 3.7 to get

hµnpgq ¤ hµnpg, βq � µnpX¡s0qδP �
1

s� s0
logCr,s0 .

In particular,

µpXqh µ
}µ}
pgq � 3ε ¡

1

m
Hµnpβ

m�1
0 q ¥ hµnpg, βq

¡ hµnpgq � δPp1� µnpX¤s0qq �
1

s� s0
logCr,s0 .

Hence

lim sup
nÑ8

hµnpgq ¤ µpXqh µ
}µ}
pgq � δPp1� µpX¤sqq �

1

s� s0
logCr,s0 � 3ε.

When sÑ8 and εÑ 0, we finally obtain

lim sup
nÑ8

hµnpgq ¤ µpXqh µ
}µ}
pgq � δPp1� µpXqq.

The case when µpXq � 0 follows directly from Proposition (3.7) since hµnpg, βq Ñ
0 and µnpX¡s0q Ñ 1 as n tends to 8. �

Corollary 4.1. Let M be a complete geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with
pinched negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional
curvature are uniformly bounded. If pµnq is a sequence of pgtq-invariant probability
measures on T 1M such that µn á 0, then

lim sup
nÑ8

hµnpgq ¤ δP .

5. Pressure map

In this section we will investigate properties of the pressure of certain potentials
using Theorem 1.1. The potentials of interest will be going to zero through the
cusps, to be more precise we have the following definition.

Definition 5.1. We say that a continuous potential F : T 1M Ñ R� converge to
zero through the cusps if there exists a sequence pKnq of compact subsets of M such
that

(1) for every n ¥ 1, we have Kn � Kn�1,
(2) the non-wandering set Ω of the geodesic flow satisfies Ω �

�
n¥1 T

1Kn,
(3) there exists a sequence pεnq × 0 of positive numbers such that for every

v P ΩzT 1Kn, we have
|F pvq| ¤ εn.

We define the family F to be the set of Hölder continuous, positive potentials con-
verging to zero through the cusps.

Remark 5.2. Every positive continuous potential converging to zero through the
cusps is bounded on a neighbourhood of the non-wandering set.

The following two easy lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.7.

Lemma 5.3. Let F : T 1M Ñ R be a positive continuous function. If pµnq is a
sequence of pgtq-invariant probability measures on T 1M such that

lim
nÑ8

»
Fdµn � 0.
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Then µn á 0.

Proof. Let K � X be a compact set. Then»
Fdµn ¥

»
K

Fdµn

¥ mintF pvq : v P KuµnpKq.

Observe that mintF pvq : v P Ku ¡ 0 since F is positive, so

lim
nÑ8

»
Fdµn � 0 ñ lim

nÑ8
µnpKq � 0,

which is equivalent to µn á 0. �

Lemma 5.4. Let F P F . If pµnq is a sequence of probability measures on T 1M
converging vaguely to µ. Then

lim
nÑ8

»
Fdµn �

»
Fdµ.

Proof. Let ε ¡ 0 and K � T 1M a compact set such that F |T 1MzK ¤ ε. As»
K

Fdµn ¤

»
Fdµn ¤

»
K

Fdµn � ε

and

lim
nÑ8

»
K

Fdµn �

»
K

Fdµ,

we have

(5)

»
K

Fdµ ¤ lim inf
nÑ8

»
Fdµn ¤ lim sup

nÑ8

»
Fdµn ¤

»
K

Fdµ� ε.

Observe that (5) is verified for every compact K large enough, therefore»
Fdµ ¤ lim inf

nÑ8

»
Fdµn ¤ lim sup

nÑ8

»
Fdµn ¤

»
Fdµ� ε.

Since ε ¡ 0 is arbitrary, the conclusion of this lemma follows. �

For a pgtq-invariant probability measure µ on T 1M we define the pressure of F
with respect to µ as

P pF, µq � hµpgq �

»
Fdµ.

Observe that Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 1.1 implies the following.

Theorem 5.5. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 and for F P F we have

lim sup
nÑ8

P pF, µnq ¤ }µ}P pF, µ{|µ}q � p1� }µ}qδP .

Corollary 5.6. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. Let F P F and assume
that P pF q ¡ δP . Then the potential F has a unique equilibrium measure.

This is an improvement of Theorem 2.11 in the case F P F . Corollary 5.6 is very
convenient when proving existence of equilibrium measures since the gap required
does not involve δFP which is difficult to handle (and in general bigger than δP). We
also mention that for F a bounded negative potential the same inequality holds,
but that case is completely covered by Theorem 2.11.
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Theorem 5.7. Let M � �M{Γ be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with
pinched negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional
curvature are uniformly bounded. Then every potential F P F verifies

(1) for every t P R we have that P ptF q ¥ δP
(2) the function t ÞÑ P ptF q has a horizontal asymptote at �8, that is

lim
tÑ�8

P ptF q � δP .

Moreover, if t1 :� inf
 
t ¤ 0 : P ptF q � δP

(
, then

(3) for every t ¡ t1 the potential tF has a unique equilibrium, and
(4) the pressure function t ÞÑ P ptF q is differentiable in pt1,8q, and it verifies

P ptF q �

#
δP if t   t1

strictly increasing if t ¡ t1,

(5) If t   t1 then the potential tF has not equilibrium measure.

Proof. Let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup of Γ such that δP � δP . Note
that since P � Γ, then δtFP ¤ δtFΓ . For 0 ¤ t we have δP ¤ δtFP , in particular

δP ¤ P ptF q � δtFΓ . We are going to prove now that for every t ¤ 0, we have

δtFP � δP .

Fix t ¥ 0. Again, since F is positive, we get δ�tFP ¤ δP . For ε ¡ 0, there
exists a compact set K � M such that for every v P ΩzT 1K, we have F pvq   ε.
We can suppose without loss of generality that MzK contains a standard cusp
neighborhood C associated to the parabolic group P. Pick x0 P BC. Then, for every
p P P, we have » px0

x0

F ¤ εdpx0, px0q.

Therefore, the Poincaré series associated to p�tF,Pq is related to the Poincaré
series of P as follows:¸

pPP
exp

�» px0

x0

p�tF � sq



¥

¸
pPP

expp�ptε� sqdpx0, px0qq.

Hence, if tε � s   δP , then
°
pPP exp

�³px0

x0
p�tF � sq

	
diverges. This implies that

δP�tε ¤ δ�tFP for every ε ¡ 0. In particular, the parabolic critical exponent verifies

δP ¤ δ�tFP , which concludes the proof of p1q.
In order to prove (2) recall that the pressure function t ÞÑ P ptF q is convex.

If F P F , from (1) we deduce that this function has an horizontal asymptote as
t Ñ �8, so the limit limtÑ�8 P ptF q �: A exists. Again from (1) we get A ¥ δP .
By variational principle, for every n ¥ 1 there exists a pgtq-invariant probability
measure µn such that limnÑ8 hµnpgq � n

³
Fdµn � A. Since A is bounded below

we necessarily have

lim
nÑ8

»
Fdµn � 0.

But F goes to zero through the cusps, then by Lemma 5.3 we have µn á 0. Using
Corollary 4.1 and the fact that A ¤ lim supnÑ8 hµnpgq, we obtain A ¤ δP . This

implies that A � δP and the desired conclusion follows.
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Proposition 5.8. Let F P F and t0 P R. Assume that there exists an open interval
I � R containing t0 such that for every t P I the potential tF verifies P ptF q ¡ δP .
Then the pressure function t ÞÑ P ptF q is differentiable at t0 and

d

dt| t�t0
P ptF q �

»
Fdµt0 .

Proof. The strategy of this proof is analogous to that one in [Kel98] where the
author treats the compact case (see also [Bar11]). However, in our setting we must
be careful because of the escape of mass phenomenon.

Recall that the gap assumption P ptF q ¡ δP implies that every potential tF ,
where t P I (by Corollary 5.6) admits a unique equilibrium measure. Using the
variational principle, for every t ¡ t0 such that t P I, we have

(6)

»
Fdµt0 ¤

P ptF q � P pt0F q

t� t0
¤

»
Fdµt,

and for every t   t0 such that t P I, we have

(7)

»
Fdµt0 ¥

P ptF q � P pt0F q

t� t0
¥

»
Fdµt.

Now take any sequence ptnq of real numbers in I converging to t0. By passing to
a subsequence we can assume that pµtnq converge vaguely to µ. By Theorem 1.1 the
mass of µ is at least ε{pδΓ � δPq, so the normalized measure µ of µ is well-defined.
We claim that µ � µt0 . It suffices to prove that µ is a equilibrium measure for t0F .
On the one hand, the variational principle implies the inequality

P pt0F q ¥ hµpgq � t0

»
Fdµ.

By using Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 5.4 we have

lim
nÑ8

hµtn pgq � tn

»
Fdµn ¤ }µ}hµpgq � p1� }µ}qδP � t0

»
Fdµ

� }µ}

�
hµpgq � t0

»
Fdµ



� p1� }µ}qδP .

Because of the continuity of the pressure, we observe P ptnF q ¡ δP . Then

δP ¤ hµpgq � t0

»
Fdµ,

and therefore

P pt0F q � lim
nÑ8

P ptnF q ¤ hµpgq � t0

»
Fdµ.

In particular, the measure µ is an equilibrium measure for t0F so it coincides
with µt0 . Using inequalities (6) and (7), together Lemma 5.4, we conclude that
t ÞÑ P ptF q is differentiable at t � t0, with

lim
tÑt0

P ptF q � P pt0F q

t� t0
�

»
Fdµt0 .

�

Claim (3) is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.8. By definition of t1, the
pressure function t ÞÑ P ptF q is constant on p�8, t1q. Since the monotony of a
differentiable function can be described in terms of the sign of its derivative, and
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Fdµ ¡ 0 for every pgtq-invariant probability measure µ, the formula of the deri-

vative of t ÞÑ P ptF q on pt1,8q in Proposition 5.8 implies that t ÞÑ P ptF q is strictly
increasing on that range. This concludes the proof of (4).

To prove (5) assume µ is a equilibrium measure for tF , where t   t1. If t   t2   t1,
then P ptF q � P ptF, µq   P pt2F, µq ¤ P pt2F q, but P pt2F q � P ptF q which is a
contradiction. �

We now present a construction of a potential F so that tF has a equilibrium
measure for all t P R. This will be used later on to provide a family of Gibbs
measures convering to zero but with high entropy.

Example. (No phase transitions) We will construct a potential F P F such that
δP   P ptF q for every t P R. By Corollary 5.6 this implies that there are no phase
transitions. The construction of this potential follows ideas in [Cou].

Let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup of Γ such that δP � δP . Assume that P
is of divergence type. Recall that M can be decomposed into a compact part and

a finite number of cusps regions of the form Hi{Pi, where Hi � tBξips0qu
Np
i�1 are

disjoint horoballs in �M and each Pi is a maximal parabolic group fixing ξi. We are
going to construct a potential F on the horoball Hps0q corresponding to P, which

fixes ξ at the boundary of �M . The definition of F in the remaining horoballs can
be done analogously.

We will choose two sequences of numbers: an increasing sequence pknqnPN of
natural numbers and a decreasing sequence pεnqnPN positive numbers converging to
zero. We are going to choose these sequences in the following order: we first choose
ε1, then M1, then ε2, then M2, etc. We pick once and for all x0 P BHps0q{P. For
every l P R and L P RY t8u such that l   L, we define

Spl, Lq � tp P P : l   dpx0, px0q   Lu.

Define PLl pεq �
°
pPSpl,Lq expp�pε � δPqdpx0, px0qq. By definition of the critical

exponent of P this function is finite if ε ¡ 0 and, since P is of divergence type, we
have limεÑ0� P

8
l pεq � 8, for any l ¥ 1. Clearly PLl pεq is strictly decreasing in ε.

Define ε1 so that P80 pε1q ¡ 2, we assume ε1   1. We choose k1 such that

P k1
0 pε1q �

¸
pPSp0,k1q

expp�pε1 � δP qdpx0, px0qq ¡ 1.

Claim There exist k11 ¡ k1 such that if p P Spk11,8q then

lengthprx0, px0s X p�MzHps0 � 1qqq  
1

2
ε1dpx0, px0q,

where rx, ys is the geodesic connecting x and y in the universal covering �M . We
choose now ε2 satisfying 0   ε2   ε1 and P8k11

p2ε2q ¡ 2. Then we pick k2 large

enough so that k2 ¡ k11 ¡ k1 and P k2

k11
p2ε2q ¡ 1. The construction follows by

induction. Assume we have already defined ε1, k1, ..., εm, km. We want to define
εm�1 and km�1. As before, there exist k1m ¡ km such that if p P Spk1m,8q then

lengthprx0, px0s XM mq  
1

2
εmdpx, pxq,

where M m � �MzHps0 �mq. Define εm�1 so that 0   εm�1   εm and P8k1mppm�

1qεm�1q ¡ 2. We finally define km�1 so that P
km�1

k1m
ppm� 1qεm�1q ¡ 1.
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We now construct the function f in the horoball Hps0q. We start by defining the
function d : Hps0q{P Ñ R by the relation dpxq � s if and only if πpxq P BHpsq{P.
Note that d is a Lipschitz function and the level sets of d are horospheres centered
at ξ. We define f : Hps0q{P Ñ R as

fpxq � εn
2 � dpxq � n on d�1prn, n� εn � εn�1sq

fpxq � εn�1

2 on d�1prn� εn � εn�1, n� 1sq.

As said before, since the horoballs are disjoint we can define f in every cusp Hi{Pi in
a similar way. Since f is constant in the boundary of each of those horoballs, we can
extend it to the whole manifold into a bounded Hölder-continuous function that goes
to zero through the cusps. Now we define F : T 1M Ñ R as F pvq � fpxq whenever
πpvq � x. Clearly F is positive bounded and Hölder-continuous by construction.
For given t ¥ 0, choose a natural number N greater than t, then¸

pPP
exp

�» px0

x0

p�tF � δPq



�

8̧

n�1

¸
Spkn,kn�1q

exp

�» px0

x0

p�tF � δPq




¥
8̧

n�1

¸
Spk1n,kn�1q

expp�ptεn � δPqdpx0, px0qq

¥
8̧

n�1

¸
Spk1n,kn�1q

expp�pNεn � δPqdpx0, px0qq

¥
8̧

n�N

¸
Spk1n,kn�1q

expp�pnεn � δPqdpx0, px0qq

�
8̧

n�N

P
kn�1

k1n
pnεnq ¡

8̧

n�N

P
kn�1

k1n
ppn� 1qεn�1q,

which clearly diverges by construction. In other words pP, F q is of divergent type.
Finally, we get δP   P ptF q for every t ¤ 0 from the GAP criterion. The case
when t ¡ 0 follows from the fact that δP   δΓ and that for every t ¡ 0 we have
δΓ ¤ P ptF q.

Remark 5.9. Since the numbers pεnq in the above construction are going to zero
quite fast, we interprete the decay of F through the cusp associated to P as ‘very
fast’. On the contrary, if we want to find phase transitions we need to consider
potentials with very slow decay in very particular manifolds. This is treated in [Vel]
by the second author.

We are now in position to prove Theorem 1.3 in the introduction.

Theorem 1.3 Let pM, gq be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with pinched
negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional curvature
are uniformly bounded. Then there exists a sequence pµnq of ergodic pgtq-invariant
probability measures on T 1M converging vaguely to 0 and

lim
nÑ8

hµnpgq � δP .

If we moreover assume that there exist a parabolic subgroup P of divergence type
for which δP � δP , then we can take the measures pµnq as Gibbs measures.
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Proof. Fix a potential F in F . By (2) in Theorem 5.7 and the variational principle,
for every ε ¡ 0 there exists N P N such that for every n ¥ N there exists a
pgtq-invariant probability measure µn in T 1M such that

(8) δP � ε ¤ hµnpgq � n

»
Fdµn ¤ δP � ε.

Observe in particular that δP � ε ¤ hµnpgq. On the other hand, since the entropy
of the geodesic flow is bounded, the central term in (8) must to remain bounded.
Hence

lim
nÑ8

»
Fdµn � 0.

Note the the measures µn are supported in Ω, so µn á 0 since F goes to zero
through the cusps. Therefore, Corollary 4.1 implies that

lim sup
µn

hµnpgq ¤ δP .

Putting all together, we get

δP � ε ¤ lim sup
µn

hµnpgq ¤ δP ,

which obviously implies the desired conclusion as εÑ 0.
Under the additional hypothesis that there exist a parabolic subgroup P of diver-
gence type for which δP � δP we can use the potential from the ‘no phase transition’
example described before as our F . In this case we do not need to do any kind
of approximation, we can just take the respective equilibrium measures since they
exist. The argument follows exactly as in the previous case. �

6. Entropy at infinity for normal coverings

A Riemannian manifold pM, gq is called a regular Z-cover of pM0, g0q if there is
a surjective map p : M ÑM0 such that

(1) every x PM0 has a neighbourhood Vx such that every connected component
of p�1pVxq is mapped isometrically by p onto Vx,

(2) the group DeckpM,pq of deck transformations, that is the group

DeckpM,pq :� tD : M ÑM : D is an isometry such that p �D � pu,

is isomorphic to Z, and
(3) for every x P M0, there exists x̃ P M such that p�1pxq � tDpx̃q : D P

DeckpM,pqu.

Observe that every D P DeckpM,pq acts on T 1M by its differential. We also denote
this action by D. Despite Z-coverings are geometrically infinite, in some cases we
can say something about the dynamics of the geodesic flow. For instance, in the case
presented below, the geodesic flow is ergodic with respect to the Bowen-Margulis
measure (see for instance [Ree81]).

Theorem 6.1. Let M be a regular Z-cover of a compact hyperbolic surface. Then,

(1) The surface M is geometrically infinite, and
(2) The geodesic flow on T 1M is conservative and ergodic with respect to the

Bowen-Margulis measure.
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Theorem 6.1 implies that the fundamental group Γ of a regular Z-cover M of
a compact hyperbolic surface is of divergent type as consequence Theorem 2.8.
This implies that the topological entropy of the geodesic flow on M is 1. In more
generality we can prove the following

Theorem 6.2. Let M � �M{Γ be a regular Z-cover of a compact negatively curved
manifold. Then,

h8pgq � δΓ.

Proof. Let pµnq be a sequence of pgtq-invariant probability measures on T 1M con-
verging vaguely to 0. By variational principle (see [OP04]), we have

lim sup
nÑ8

hµnpgq ¤ δΓ,

so we only need to prove that for every ε ¡ 0 there exists a sequence pµnq of pgtq-
invariant probability measures such that µn á 0 and hµnpgq ¥ htoppgq�ε. Fix ε ¡ 0
and consider any pgtq-invariant probability measure µ such that hµpgq ¡ htoppgq�ε.
By definition DeckpM,pq is isomorphic to Z, so there exists D P DeckpM,pq such
that   D ¡� Deckpp,Mq. The action of D on T 1M is also denoted by D. Let
µn � pDnq�µ be the image measure of µ by the map Dn. We claim that pµnq is
the desired sequence of measures. Note that for every n P Z, we have

(9) Dn � gt � gt �D
n.

It implies that µn is invariant by the action of the geodesic flow since

µnpgtpAqq � µpD�npgtpAqqq � µpgtpD
�nAqq

� µpD�nAq � µnpAq.

Using again (9) it follows that the map Dn defines a measure-conjugation between
pT 1M,µ, gq and pT 1M,µn, gq, hence hµpgq � hµnpgq. Let D � T 1M be a funda-
mental domain for the action of DeckpM,pq over T 1M . If K � T 1M is a compact
set, then there exists a finite set A of integer numbers such that

K �
¤
mPA

DmpK XDq.

For m P A define Km � DmpK XDq. By construction tDnKm : n P Zu is a family
of disjoint sets, so

¸
nPN

µnpKmq �
¸
nPN

µpD�nKmq � µ

�¤
nPN

D�nKm

�
¤ 1.

In particular, the sequence pµnpKmqqn converges to 0. Since

D�nK �
§
mPA

D�nKm,

we necessarily have that pµnpKqqn converges to 0, which implies µn á 0. This
concludes the proof of the theorem. �
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7. Final remarks

The measure of maximal entropy for the geodesic flow is known to exists if M
is compact or convex cocompact (i.e. the convex core is compact). In those cases
the geodesic flow is modelled as a suspension flow over a Markov shift of finite
type. An explicit formula for this measure was obtained by Sullivan in his pioneer
work on the subject (in the hyperbolic case). When the non-wandering set is not
compact, the existence of the measure of maximal entropy is more delicate. There
are plenty of examples where the measure of maximal entropy simply does not exist.
In the geometrically finite case Dal’bo, Otal and Peigné gave a characterization of
the finitude of the Bowen-Margulis measure in terms of a modified Poincaré series
running on the maximal parabolics subgroups of Γ. A simple corollary of their
theorem (which might be more practical than the theorem itself) is the following

Theorem 7.1. Let pM, gq be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with
pinched negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional
curvature are uniformly bounded. Suppose δP   δΓ. Then the geodesic flow of M
has a measure of maximal entropy.

Proof. Take a sequence pµnqn¥1 of invariant probability measures such that

lim
nÑ8

hµnpgq � htoppgq.

Choose µ any vague limit of the sequence and observe that by using Theorem 1.1 we
can conclude µ is a probability measure. Moreover hµpgq � htop, as required. �

Equivalently, if there is no measure of maximal entropy, then δP � htoppgq. If
we choose a sequence pµnqn¥1 as above, then necessarily any vague limit must have
zero mass. In other words

Theorem 7.2. Let pM, gq be a geometrically finite Riemannian manifold with
pinched negative sectional curvature. Assume that the derivatives of the sectional
curvature are uniformly bounded. If there is no measure of maximal entropy, then
any sequence of measures approximating the topological entropy must converge to
zero.

This is an interesting phenomenon since the nonexistence of measure of maximal
entropy simply means that the Bowen-Margulis measure is infinite. In this case
the measures with high entropy must concentrate their mass in the cusps. It is
an interesting question whether or not a sequence of measures whose entropies
approximate the topological entropy converge to the Bowen-Margulis measure in a
more suitable sense or not.

We finish this paper with a small discussion about when we can weaken the
Hölder regularity assumption of the potential. Let F : T 1M Ñ R be a continuous
function going to zero through the cusps of M . In particular, if a sequence of
measures pµnq converges vaguely to µ, then»

K

Fdµn � supt|F pxq| : x P Kcu ¥

»
K

Fdµn �

»
Kc

Fdµn �

»
Fdµn,»

K

Fdµ� supt|F pxq| : x P Kcu ¥ lim sup
nÑ8

»
Fdµn,
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and therefore by taking the limit over compacts K � T 1M , we get»
Fdµ ¥ lim sup

nÑ8

»
Fdµn.

The following easy consequence was already stated as Theorem 5.5 above. Here we
emphasize the necessary conditions: we prove the existence of equilibrium measures
without any Hölder-regularity assumption on the potential.

Theorem 7.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, for any continuous function
F : T 1M Ñ R going to zero through the cusps of M , we have

lim sup
nÑ8

P pF, µnq ¤ }µ}P pF, µ{|µ}q � p1� }µ}qδP .

In particular, if P pF q ¡ δP , then there exists at least one equilibrium measure for
the potential F .

Remark 7.4. Without the Hölder assumption we can not identify the pressure
of F with the critical exponent of its Poincaré series and we can not ensure the
uniqueness of the equilibrium state. It is an interesting question whether or not
this weaker regularity assumption might allow to have more than one equilibrium
state.
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